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Single top quark at future hadron colliders: Complete signal and background study
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We perform a detailed theoretical study including decays and jet fragmentation of all the important modes
of single top quark production and all the basic background processes at the upgraded Fermilab Tevatron and
CERN LHC colliders. Special attention is paid to the complete tree level calculation of the QCD fake back-
ground which was not considered in previous studies. An analysis of the various kinematical distributions for
the signal and backgrounds allow us to work out a set of cuts for an efficient background suppression and
extraction of the signal. It is shown that the signal to background ratio after optimized cuts could reach about
0.4 at the Tevatron and 1 at the LHC. The remaining after cuts signal rate at the LHC for the lepton1jets
signature is expected to be about 6.1 pb and will be enough to study single top quark physics even during LHC
operation at a low luminosity.@S0556-2821~99!00605-0#

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Cn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of the top quark was established in 1995
the Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! and DØ Collabora-
tions at the Tevatron collider@1#. The top quark has bee

discovered in the strongt t̄ pair production mode.
The cross section of the electroweak process of the si

top quark was found to be comparable with QCD top qu
pair production@2#. The single top quark production mech
nism is an independent way of confirming the existence
the top quark and a straightforward key to measuring theVtb
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix element and
studying theWtb vertex. Since the mass of the top quark
very large compared to all other quarks, one might exp
some deviations from standard model~SM! predictions of
top quark interactions@3#. The single top quark productio
rate is directly proportional to theWtb coupling and there-
fore it is a promising place to look for deviations from th
SM.

However, one should stress that the task of backgro
reduction is a much more serious and important problem
the case of the single top quark compared tot t̄ -pair produc-
tion. It happens because the jet multiplicity of single t
quark events is typically less than fort t̄ -pair production and
so QCDW j j and multijet backgrounds are much higher, a
the problem of the single top quark signal extraction is m
involved. That is why a detailed background study is es
cially needed in order to find an optimal strategy to sea
for the single top quark.

The top quark decays into aW boson and ab quark with
an almost 100% branching ratio in the framework of t
standard model. We consider here the subsequent lep
decays of theW boson to an electron~muon! and neutrino, as
0556-2821/99/59~7!/075001~9!/$15.00 59 0750
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this signal has much less background and should be easi
find experimentally than channels with hadronic decay of
W boson.

II. MC SIMULATION

In order to study the possibility of signal extraction fro
the background we have created a Monte Carlo~MC! gen-
erator for a complete set of single top quark production a
background processes. The generator was designed as a
external user process for thePYTHIA 5.7/JETSET7.4 package
@4#. This generator is related toPYTHIA 5.7 by a special in-
terface and usesFORTRAN codes of squared matrix elemen
produced by the packageCOMPHEP@5#. For integration over
phase space and the consequent event simulation the M
Carlo generator uses kinematics with a proper smoothing
singular variables@6# from COMPHEPand the integrator pack
ageBASES/SPRING@7#.

The effects of final state radiation, hadronization, a
string jet fragmentation~by means ofJETSET7.4! have also
been taken into account. The following resolutions have b
used for the jet and electron energy smearing:DEhad/E
50.5/AE andDEele/E50.2/AE. In our analysis we used th
cone algorithm for jet reconstruction with cone sizeDR
5ADw21Dh250.5. The minimumET threshold for a cell
to be considered as a jet initiator has been chosen as 5
while the one of the summedET for a collection of cells to
be accepted as a jet has been chosen as 10 GeV.

For all calculations the CTEQ3M parton distribution h
been used. For top quark production we chose the QCDQ2

scale equal to the top quark mass squared, while for theW j j
backgroundQ25MW

2 has been taken. For calculations

jbb̄ and j jbb̄ processes we chose the invariantbb̄ mass for
the Q2 scale.
©1999 The American Physical Society01-1
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FIG. 1. Diagrams for single
top quark production.
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C.
Under the assumptions mentioned above the kinem
features of both signatures for signal and background h
been studied.

A. Signal

We concentrated on the following set of processes at
Tevatron pp̄ and LHC pp colliders leading to single top
quark production:~1! pp̄→tqb̄1X, ~2! pp̄→tb̄1X, ~3!

pp̄→tq1X, ~4! pp̄→tW1X, whereq is a light quark andX
represents the remnants of the proton and antiproton. B
Feynman diagrams for the processes mentioned above
shown in Fig. 1. We refer to Ref.@8#, which considers the
whole set of Feynman diagrams for signal subprocesses

It is necessary to stress that thepp̄→tW1X contributes
only 5% to the total cross section at the 2 TeV upgrad
Tevatron. It could be easily omitted at Tevatron energies
should be taken into account for CERN Large Hadron C
lider ~LHC! energies since as we shall demonstrate below
contribution at the LHC will be about 30% of the the tot
cross section of single top quark production.

For event analysis we have rescaled the total cross
tions of single top quark production using the results of
next-to-leading~NLO! calculations from the papers in Re
@9# (mt5175 GeV): for As52 TeV, s(tb̄)50.88
60.05 pb, s(Wg5tqbb̄1tq)52.4360.4 pb, and for
As514 TeV, s(tb̄)510.260.6 pb, s(Wg5tqbb̄1tq)
524569 pb.

We found the LO cross section ofpp̄→tW1X equal to
98 pb at the LHC with about 8% uncertainty due to t
choice of different structure functions. The cross section
pp̄→tW21X was calculated in the following way. The pro
cessgg→tWb̄ has been combined~diagram 3.2 in Fig. 1c
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shows the only one among eight different topologies cont
uted to this subprocesses! with bg→tW ~diagram 3.1 in Fig.
1c!. Similar to theW-gluon fusion process the subtraction
the gluon splitting term has been made in order to avoi
double counting:

s~gb1gg→tW1X!real5s~gb→tW!1s~gg→tWb̄!

2s~g→bb̄^ gb→tW!. ~1!

In previous studies the two above subprocessgg→tWb̄
@10# and gb→tW @11# have been considered separate
which being simply added leads to an overestimation a
stronger scale dependence of the cross section. In add
we calculated the complete set of Feynman diagrams
uū1dd̄→tWb̄ subprocesses.

However, one should also take into account that the co
plete set of Feynman diagrams forWtb processes include
the t t̄ -pair production subprocess. Thet t̄ pair production is
one of the background processes included separately in
analysis. Therefore its contribution has been removed fr
the tW1X rate. It can be done in a gauge invariant way
excluding the kinematical region of theWb invariant mass
around the top quark mass within three top quark de
widths as was used in case ofe1e2 collisions @12#:

Mt13G top.MWb.Mt13G top .

For our calculations we usedMt5175 GeV, G top
51.59 GeV.

As a result, we have 91 pb for thes(gb1gg→tW

1X) real process, whiles(uū1dd̄→tWb̄1X) process gives
additional 7 pb to the totalpp̄→tW21X cross section
which is therefore expected to be about 98 pb at the LH
1-2
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FIG. 2. Diagrams forWbb̄
background.
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Thus the total single top quark rate is expected to be ab
3.5 pb at the upgraded Tevatron and 350 pb at the LHC to
compared to thet t̄ production rates@13# 7.6 pb and 760 pb
respectively. The relative contributions of different subp
cesses to the total single top quark production cross sec
at Tevatron are the following:pp̄→tqb̄ ~39%!, pp̄→tb

~30%!, pp̄→tq ~26%!, pp̄→tW1X ~5%!.
The relative contributions ofpp̄→tb and pp̄→tW1X

turn over at LHC:pp̄→tqb̄ ~44.2%!, pp̄→tb ~2.8%!, pp̄

→tq ~25%!, pp̄→tW1X ~28%!.
As was mentioned we consider here the leptonic de

modes ofW bosons from the top quark and therefore the fi
state signature to search for the signal will bee6(m6)1E” T
12(3) jets where one of the jets is theb-quark jet from the
top quark decay.

B. Main backgrounds

The main backgrounds leading to the samee6(m6)
1E” T12(3) jets final state signature as the single top qu
signal are the following:pp̄→W12(3) jets ~gluonic, aas

order, and electroweaka2 order!, pp̄→t t̄ pair top quark
production, andj ( j )bb̄ QCD fake background when one je
imitates the electron.

All numbers forW j j(Wbb̄) and j ( j )bb̄ backgrounds are
for the initial general cuts on jets,DRj j (e j).0.5, pt jet. 10
GeV for Tevatron andDRj j (e j).0.5, pt jet. 20 GeV for
LHC.

The total cross section of W12 jets ‘‘gluonic’’ back-
ground is more than two orders of magnitude higher than
signal one. This process includes 32 subprocesses foru,d
quarks and gluons in the initial state@14#, and the total cross
section equals 1240 pb for Tevatron and 7500 pb for LHCs
andc sea quarks give additional 3% contribution to the to
cross section!.

The specific feature of single top quark production is
high energeticb jet in the final state and one additionalb jet
for W-gluon andW* processes. It is clear that the on
chance to extract the signal from such an overwhelm
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background is the efficientb-quark identification. We as-
sume 50% of a doubleb-tagging efficiency hereafter.

However, the cross section of theW12 jet process is so
large that even with the requirement of a doubleb tagging
but due to ab-quark jet misidentification it represents a
important part of the total background. In our study we cho
0.5% misidentification probability which is based on the p
vious MC analysis@15#.

The b-quark content of theW12 jet processes is fairly
small — less then 1%. For the cuts mentioned above the t

cross section for theW6bb̄ process~gluon splitting! is 8.7
pb for the Tevatron and 30 pb for the LHC. However, t
W12b2 jet process is the irreducible part of the total bac
ground which has different kinematical properties from t
main QCD W12 jet part, and as will be shown below
depends differently on the cuts.

Therefore theW6bb̄ background has been consider
separately and we have calculated it completely.

The complete set of Feynman background diagrams

the Wbb̄ final state is shown in Fig. 2 foru and d̄ quarks in
the initial state. The main contribution comes from subp
cess~a! with the gluon splitting into thebb̄ quark pair. Dia-
grams with virtual photons~c! contribute only 1% to the tota
cross section. The contribution fromWZ process~c! can be
suppressed by applying a cut on the invariantbb̄ mass. The
LO cross section forWZ is 2.5 pb at the Tevatron and abo
30 pb at the LHC. For our analysis we applyK factor51.33
~1.55! for the Tevatron~LHC! to rescale this number for th
NLO total cross section@16#. The cross section of the pro
cess~d! of Higgs boson production~we take as an exampl
mH5 110 GeV! is even smaller: 0.16~1.8! pb ~LO! at the
Tevatron~LHC!, and it means the Higgs boson is really n
an important background for the single top quark. We ap
K factor51.25 ~1.1! for the Tevatron~LHC! to rescale the
results for the NLO one@17#. Diagrams~b! give a very small
contribution due to small value of CKM elements.

An important background is top quark pair productio
when one of the top quarks decays hadronically and ano
one leptonically. One of the cut which helps to reduce
1-3
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background is the cut on the number of jets which was
quired to be less than 4. At the parton level this cut redu
the top quark pair rate very strongly. However, at the sim
lation level with a hadronization and jet reconstruction be
taken into account the reduction of this background is no
strong anymore. And as a result the top quark pair repres
an important part of the background. This fact will be sho
below. The NLO total cross section fortt-pair production
was taken@13# at the Tevatron to be equal to 7.56 pb and 7
pb at the LHC.

Another kind of important reducible background com
from multijet QCD processes. This happens due to a poss
misidentification of the jet as an electron in the detect
Though the probability of that is very small~of order of
0.01–0.03 %! @18#, the cross section for such processes
huge and gives a significant contribution to the backgrou
for single top quark production. For the analysis we to
e f ake50.02%.

We have calculated the total cross section and made
simulations forjbb and j jbb processes which are releva
for our signature if one of the light jets imitates an electro
In such a way we could simulate the basic distributions
the expected fake background and understand how stro
could be suppressed by kinematical cuts. The MC simula
of the fake background for the single top quark study
presented for the first time.

The background from the light jets appears to be l
important despite the fact that the light jet cross secti
even with cuts are very large. The light jet background
suppressed by three small factors, by the double mistag p
ability of identifying a light jet as ab jet and by the small
fake probability of identifying a light jet as an electron. F
instance, thegg→ggg subprocess could contribute to th
background when two gluon jets fakeb-quark jets and a third
gluon jet fakes the lepton. The cross section ofgg→ggg
itself is huge but as was mentioned its contribution to
single top quark background is suppressed by the fake p
ability of a gluon multiplied by the double mistag probabili
of two gluons. For example, the cross section of triple glu
production at the Tevatron is 2.73107 pb, the double mistag
gluon probability is equal to 1026, and the fake probability
of a gluon is of order 1024. Therefore the contribution from
thegg→ggg process is estimated to be equal to.1022 pb
~we use combinatoric factor 3 here! and one can neglect it.

In Table I and Table II all subprocesses givingjbb and
j jbb final state signatures are shown respectively with
corresponding cross sections for the Tevatron and LHC
our calculations we neglected the double sea quark andc sea
quark small contributions. The total cross section forjbb at
the Tevatron~LHC! is 240 and 70~511 and 362! nb for jbb
and j jbb.

The cross section of thejbb process in Table I is only
about 2 times higher at the LHC than at the Tevatron beca
higher jetpT cuts for the LHC have been used~20 GeV at
the LHC and 10 GeV at the Tevatron!. If equal jetpT cuts
are used, the cross section at the LHC is about 50 tim
higher than that at the Tevatron.
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We performed two ways of calculating thej jbb̄ process:
the complete tree level calculation and the splitting appro
mation when one uses the complete result fromjbb̄ with an
additional jet radiation from initial and final states. In such
way we have checked the validity of the splitting appro
mation.

As was expected the splitting approximation works re
sonably well for the total rate if rather soft cuts on the ad
tional jet are used and the difference increases if the stron
cuts are applied. Table III illustrates such a difference
results for the approximation and exact calculations for va
ous cuts on thepT of the second jet~that is, the light jet with
the smallestpT which is more likely an additional radiate
light jet!.

Indeed one can see that for thepj 2T.10 GeV cut the
difference between the exact calculation and the splitting
proximation is only about 10%: 70 nb and 64 nb, resp
tively. But after thepj 2T.40 GeV cut those results diffe
almost by a factor of 5: one has 1.2 and 0.25 nb for the ex
calculation of j jbb̄ and splitting approximation, respec
tively.

The expected difference in the distribution on the m
menta transverse of the second jet is illustrated in Fig. 3.
distribution in the case of the splitting approximation is s
nificantly softer.

Since we do not apply a highpT cut on the jet~one of
them fakes electrons, for which we apply a 15 GeVpT cut!,
the difference between the exact calculation and the appr
mation is of the order of 25% for the fake background sim
lation.

C. Signal and background kinematical properties

The rate of the signal and backgrounds presented ab
clearly shows that even afterb tagging the signal is still more
than one order less than the background. This fact requir
special kinematical analysis in order to find out a strategy
how to suppress the background and extract the signal in
optimal way.

TABLE I. Total cross section forjbb̄ process for the Tevatron
and LHC. The following cuts have been applied at the parton le
calculations:DRj j .0.5, pt jet. 10 GeV for the Tevatron and
DRj j (e j).0.5, pt jet.20 GeV for the LHC.

Process Tevatron~pb! LHC ~pb!

gg→gbb̄ 1.643105 3.913105

gū(ūg)→ūbb̄ 1.803104(2.503103) 5.613103(5.613103)

gu(ug)→ubb̄ 2.503104(1.803104) 2.413104(2.413104)

gd̄(d̄g)→d̄bb̄ 9.003103(3.213103) 6.613103(6.613103)

gs̄( s̄g)→ s̄bb̄ 1.973103(1.973103) 4.493103(4.493103)

gd(dg)→dbb̄ 3.213103(9.003103) 1.383104(1.383104)

gs(sg)→sbb̄ 1.973103(1.973103) 4.493103(4.493103)

dd̄(d̄d)→gbb̄ 5.673102(1.253102) 2..823102(2.823102)

uū(ūu)→gbb̄ 1.313103(8.613101) 4.163102(4.163102)

Total 2.403105 pb 5.113105 pb
1-4
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TABLE II. Total cross section forj jbb̄ process for the Tevatron and LHC. The following cuts have b
applied at the parton level calculations:DRj j .0.5, pt jet.10 GeV for the Tevatron andDRj j (e j)

.0.5, pt jet.20 GeV for the LHC.

Process Tevatron~pb! LHC ~pb!

uu→uubb̄ 1.233102 1.173103

uū(ūu)→bb̄bb̄ 2.553100 ———– 1.063100(1.063100)

uū(ūu)→ss̄bb̄ 6.613100 ———– 2.533100(2.533100)

uū(ūu)→cc̄bb̄ 6.523100 ———– 2.533100(2.533100)

uū(ūu)→dd̄bb̄ 6.663100 ———– 2.523100(2.533100)

uū(ūu)→uūbb̄ 8.703102 ———– 3.383102(3.383102)

uū(ūu)→ggbb̄ 2.153102 ———– 8.923101(8.923101)

ud(du)→udbb̄ 1.443102(4.203101) 7.403102(7.403102)

us(su)→usbb̄ 9.633101———– 1.713102(1.713102)

ud̄(d̄u)→ud̄bb̄ 3.733102(1.203102) 3.743102(3.743102)

us̄( s̄u)→us̄bb̄ 9.633101———– 1.713102(1.713102)

dū(ūd)→dūbb̄ 3.733102(1.203102) 1.783102(1.783102)

sū(ūs)→ūsbb̄ 9.633101———– ———–———–

ūū→ūūbb̄ 9.103101 ———– ———–———–

ūd̄(d̄ū)→ūd̄bb̄ 4.203101(1.443102) ———–———–

ūs̄( s̄ū)→ūs̄bb̄ ———– (9.633101) ———–———–

dd→ddbb̄ 6.403101 1.173103

dd̄(d̄d)→bb̄bb̄ 9.3831021(9.3831021) 7.0031021(7.0031021)

dd̄(d̄d)→ss̄bb̄ 2.403100(2.403100) 1.703100(1.703100)

dd̄(d̄d)→cc̄bb̄ 2.353100(2.353100) 1.703100(1.703100)

dd̄(d̄d)→dd̄bb̄ 2.243102(2.243102) 2.053102(2.053102)

dd̄(d̄d)→uūbb̄ 2.403100(2.403100) 1.703100(1.703100)

dd̄(d̄d)→ggbb̄ 7.303101(7.303101) 5.863101(5.863101)

d̄d̄→d̄d̄bb̄ 5.103101 ———–

ds̄( s̄d)→ds̄bb̄ 4.233101 ———– 9.163101(9.163101)

ds(sd)→dsbb̄ 4.233101 ———– 9.163101(9.163101)

d̄s(sd̄)→d̄sbb̄ ———– 4.233101 9.163101(9.163101)

d̄s̄( s̄d̄)→d̄s̄bb̄ ———– 4.233101 9.163101(9.163101)

gu(ug)→gubb̄ 7.283102(7.823103) 2.373104(2.373104)

gū(ūg)→gūbb̄ 7.823103(7.283102) 4.533103(4.533103)

gd(dg)→gdbb̄ 1.013103(3.523103) 1.293104(1.293104)

gs(sg)→gsbb̄ 7.613102(7.613102) 2.433103(2.433103)

gd̄(d̄g)→gd̄bb̄ 3.523103(1.013103) 5.473103(5.473103)

gs̄( s̄g)→gs̄bb̄ 7.613102(7.613102) 2.433103(2.433103)

gg→bb̄bb̄ 9.903101 6.583102

gg→ss̄bb̄ 4.803102 2.213103

gg→cc̄bb̄ 4.603102 2.243103

gg→dd̄bb̄ 3.853102 2.113103

gg→uūbb̄ 3.853102 2.113103

gg→gḡbb̄ 3.623104 2.433105

Total 7.013104 pb 3.623105 pb
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The distributions for several sensitive kinematical va
ables for a separation of the signal and the background
shown in Fig. 4 for the Tevatron and in Fig. 5 for the LHC
07500
-
re
The above-mentioned effects of the jet fragmentation, de
tor resolution, and energy smearing are included in the
ures. Among the kinematical variables for the separation
1-5
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the signal and background the most attractive were foun
be the following.

~i! pT of leading jet:pT of the leading jet distribution for
the signal has a peak aroundmtop/3, while it is much softer
for the QCD background at the Tevatron~Fig. 4!. The main
difference between kinematical distributions for signal a
background at the Tevatron is that jets fromW1 j j and
j ( j )bb processes are softer and less central than those
signals with one very hard jet coming from the top quark a
another softer jet, accompanying the top quark. For the L
there is no such striking difference inpT of the leading jet
distribution between signal and background. It happens
cause of a higher c.m. energy and the dominating contr
tion to the background fromt t̄ production~Fig. 5!.

~ii ! Aŝ-invariant mass of the system~Figs. 4,5!: it is al-
ways bigger for signal than those forW j j and j ( j )bb back-
grounds. It is important to notice that thet t̄ background
peaks at higher values of the invariant mass of the sys
which is clearly seen in the case of the LHC, where t
background dominates.

~iii ! pTW: theW boson tends to be harder from top qua
decay than from QCD processes.

~iv! Scalar transverse energyHT ~Fig. 4c,5c!, HT
5uET(jet1)u1uET(jet2)u1uET(lepton)u: this kinematical

TABLE III. Comparison the cross sections forj jbb̄ process for
exact calculations and the splitting approximation for variouspj 2T

cuts at Tevatron. The following cuts have been applied at the
level: DRj j .0.5, pt of the first jet.10 GeV .

pj 2T @GeV# 10 15 20 40

s j jbb
exact @pb# 70 32 14 1.2

s j jbb
split @pb# 64 22 8 0.25

FIG. 3. Distribution forpT of the second jet for thej jbb̄ process

for the exact calculation~solid line! and for splitting from thejbb̄
process~dashed line! at the Tevatron.
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variable has a peak around 150 GeV for the signal, aro
300 GeV for thet t̄ background, and peaks at small valu
for the QCD background.

~v! dijet mass~Figs. 4,5!: It is harder for the signal than
for the QCD background, for which thebb̄ pair coming
mainly from gluon splitting, in the same time dijet ma
distribution of t t̄ background, has a similar shape as t
signal. The dijet mass cut is also used for a reduction of
WZ background.

C

FIG. 4. Distributions for signal and background for the som
most spectacular variables at the Tevatron. The sketched histo
stands for signal.

FIG. 5. Distributions for signal and background for the som
most spectacular variables at the LHC. The sketched histog
stands for signal.
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TABLE IV. Number of events for the single top quark signal and background at the Tevatron. The
numbering corresponds to~four! sets of cuts with their consequent application. The window650 GeV
around the 175 GeV bin was imposed for a reconstructed ‘‘effective’’ top quark mass.

Cuts Signal Wbb̄ W j j WZ j ( j )bb̄ t t̄ WH

Cut 1 1.9863102 3.6803102 2.6443102 2.0593101 6.2923102 5.8493102 8.4283100

Cut 2 1.5143102 1.7113102 1.0343102 1.1363101 1.1143102 4.8983102 6.4913100

Cut 3 1.4933102 1.4533102 9.2113101 1.0533101 1.0303102 4.8983102 6.2783100

Cut 4 1.2953102 1.1733102 7.6873101 8.5643100 8.9103101 4.1913102 5.1453100

Cut 5 1.2863102 1.1073102 7.4883101 8.5153100 8.3533101 4.1863102 5.1243100

Cut 6 1.2493102 1.0383102 6.6493101 8.0873100 6.9613101 4.1853102 5.0133100

Cut 7 1.2473102 1.0313102 6.6493101 7.4193100 4.4553101 1.0553102 4.5623100

Cut 8 1.2163102 8.8673101 6.1413101 7.2663100 3.6193101 1.0393102 4.4903100

Signal 122, background 297; S/B.0.41
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In our analysis we used an ‘‘effective’’ invariant to
quark mass variable which is constructed using the follow
algorithm. It is clear that mass of the top quark decaying t
lepton, neutrino, andb quark cannot be unambiguously r
constructed the since thez component of the neutrino canno
be measured. One can construct the top quark mass

mt
25~Pe1Pn1Pb!2 ~2!

using one of two solutions forpzn of the simple quadratic
equation1

mW
2 5~Pe1Pn!2580.122. ~3!

Our Monte Carlo analysis shows that if one choosespzn to
be theupznumin from two solutions, then it will be in abou
70% true pzn . In fact the reason for that is obvious an
related to the fact that smaller values ofpzn correspond in
most cases to smaller values of the total invariant massAs.
And for smaller values ofAs the effective parton-parton lu
minosity is larger and therefore the cross section is high
However, anyway, if the one solution forpzn is used, the
invariant ‘‘effective’’ mass distribution is broader than th
real invariant top quark mass and one should apply a ra
wide window for this kinematical variable in order not
lose too many signal events. We chose a650 GeV window
in our analysis.

Based on such different behaviors of the signal and ba
ground kinematical distributions the following set of cuts f
the background suppression has been worked out.

Cut 1: DRj j ~e j!.0.5, pT jet.10 GeV,

E” T.15 GeV, pte.15 GeV

for the Tevatron and

DRj j ~e j!.0.5, pt jet.20 GeV,

1Such a method of single top quark mass reconstruction is kn
and has been used in the past@see Ref.@19##.
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E” T.20 GeV, pte.20 GeV

for the LHC which are ‘‘initial’’ cuts for jet separation and
W-boson identification.

Cut 2: pt jetmax.45 GeV.

Cut 3: Aŝ.180 GeV.

Cut 4: pTW.30 GeV.

Cut 5: dijet mass.25 GeV.

Cut 6: HT.100 GeV for Tevatron and 260 GeV.HT

.100 GeV for LHC.

Cut 7: 3>n jet>2.

Cut 8: dijet mass>40 GeV. ~4!

The effect of the consequent application of this set of c
is presented in Tables IV and V. We should stress that
‘‘effective’’ mass window cut650 GeV was an initial cut
and has been applied along with all other cuts shown in
tables.

The number of events presented in the tables as well a
Figs. 4 and 5 corresponds to the total integrated lumino
2 fb21(100 fb21),2 for the Tevatron ~LHC!, under the
above-mentioned assumptions of a doubleb-tagging effi-
ciency of 50% and ab-quark mistagging probability of 0.5%

From the tables one can see that in fact two cuts, cu
reducing the QCD1W j j background and cut 7 eliminatin
the t t̄ background, play the leading role. At the same time
cuts are strongly correlated and one can effectively repl
cut 2 by cut 314 or a more complicated combination wit
the same success.

n 2The numbers for the LHC could be easily rescaled to
30 fb21 of the low luminosity LHC operation.
1-7
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TABLE V. Number of events for the single top quark signal and background at the LHC. The
numbering corresponds to~four! set of cuts with their consequent application. The window650 GeV around
the 175 GeV bin was imposed for a reconstructed ‘‘effective’’ top quark mass.

Cuts Signal Wbb̄ W j j WZ j ( j )bb̄ t t̄ WH

Cut 1 1.2123106 8.2363104 1.7243105 1.9123104 1.1553106 4.4493106 6.1243103

Cut 2 8.7923105 5.1433104 1.0583105 1.1773104 6.1123105 3.7623106 4.9233103

Cut 3 8.7643105 .8713104 1.0153105 1.1383104 6.0533105 3.7623106 4.8543103

Cut 4 7.4233105 3.8263104 7.7583104 9.0483103 4.9743105 3.2623106 3.9763103

Cut 5 7.4013105 3.7713104 7.7353104 9.0133103 4.9573105 3.2623106 3.9723103

Cut 6 5.6433105 3.6493104 7.5243104 7.5453103 4.7293105 6.2143105 3.3343103

Cut 7 5.3703105 3.6103104 7.4083104 6.1223103 2.4113105 1.8863105 2.7403103

Cut 8 5.2963105 3.1773104 7.0193104 6.0303103 2.3013105 1.8863105 2.6943103

Signal 5.33105, background 5.33105; S/B51.0
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The strong background reduction is clearly illustrated
Figs. 6a,b and 7a,b for the invariant top quark mass distr
tion before~a! and after~b! application of kinematical cuts
After the cuts are applied the background became abou
times smaller at the Tevatron and 18 times at the LHC wh
approximately 60%~40%! of the signal survived at the Teva
tron ~LHC!. The signal/background ratio becomes equal
proximately to 0.4 at the Tevatron and 1 at the LHC. Suc
background suppression will allow one to measure the sig
cross section with high accuracy.

The cross section for single top quarks includes theWtb

coupling directly, in contrast tot t̄ pair production. There-
fore, single top quark production provides a unique oppo
nity to study theWtb structure and to measureVtb . Experi-
mental studies of this type are among the main goals
single top quark physics. Using the single top quark sea
one can examine the effects of a deviation in theWtb cou-
pling from the SM structure and directly measure the CK
matrix elementVtb . Since the signal to background ratio
high after kinematical cuts are applied, the error ofVtb mea-
surement as was shown in@8# is expected to be of the orde
of 10% at the Tevatron run 2. In the same time much hig
statistics and good signal/background ratio at the LHC c
siderably improve the measurement of theVtb value and test
the Wtb vertex. Since the statistical error for 105 events is
less than 1%, then the uncertainty of theWtb vertex mea-

FIG. 6. Distributions for invariant top quark mass before~a! and
after ~b! cut application at the Tevatron. The sketched histogr
stands for signal.
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surement at the LHC depends mostly on the uncertainty
theoretical calculations for the single top quark product
cross section and for the backgrounds. That is why calc
tions of the next order corrections to single top quark p
duction including corrections to the kinematical distributio
but not only to the total event rate and a simulation of t
main backgrounds at the NLO level are important for t
LHC.

Another important source of uncertainties in theWtb ver-
tex measurement comes from the parton distribution un
tainty as well as from the accuracy of top quark measu
ments. In the case of the Tevatron these uncertainties h
been taken into consideration@8#. However, in the case of the
LHC this point is not very clear since one does not kno
how large those uncertainties would remain when the exp
ment will start, and the parton distribution functions and t
top quark mass will be measured in separate experime
That is why at the present stage we did not include
pointed uncertainties for the case of the LHC.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The study of single top quark production versus compl
background processes has been done. For calculations a
cial generator has been created based on theCOMPHEP,
PHYTHIA, andJETSETprograms. The computation shows th
importance of the QCD fake background which was n

FIG. 7. Distributions for invariant top quark mass before~a! and
after ~b! cut application at the LHC. The sketched histogram sta
for signal.
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taken into account in previous papers. The study of the
fects of the initial and final state radiation forjbb process
shows that such an approximative method of the simula
of higher jet multiplicity processes has an accuracy of
order of 10% or less for the rate and gives a significan
softer pT distribution of the radiating jet compared to com
plete calculations.

It was shown that after optimized cuts were applied
signal from the single top quark can be extracted from
background with a signal to background ratio about 0.4
the upgraded Tevatron and 1 for the LHC. The single
quark rate in the lepton1jets mode remaining after cuts
expected to be about 120 events at the upgraded Teva
and about 1.63105 events at the low luminosity LHC opera
tion with 30 fb21 accumulated data and assumptions ma
above. One can expect thatVtb CKM matrix element can be
measured at the upgraded Tevatron with an accuracy
about 10% and hopefully with an accuracy of the order o
few percent at the LHC.
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